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attention, caring, and involvement if we are to
learn together. Indeed, leadership can be under-
stood as reciprocal, purposeful learning in a
community: Reciprocity helps us build relation-
ships of mutual regard, thereby enabling us to
become coleamers. And as coleamers we are also
coteachers, engaging each other through our
teaching and learning approaches. Adults as well
as children learn through the processes of inquiry,
participation, meaning and knowledge construc-
tion, and reflection (see Figures 1.1 and 1.2).

Figure 1.1 suggests ways of applying con-
structivist principles for teaching to the realm of

What hadrrennifer learned about leadership? leadership. As leaders, we must bear in mind
"Leadership," she told the superintendent, "is the learners' views, challenge their beliefs,

about learhing together toward a shared purpose engage them in assessments that take into
or aim." I . account the complexities of the broader context
LeamiIg and leading are deeply intertwined, (e.g., leading beyond the classroom), and

and we nled to regard each other as worthy of construct meaning and knowledge through

FIGURE 1.1

interested fn applying for the principalship. As
honored as she was apprehensive, Jennifer lis-
tened as t~e superintendent asked her three
questions:

• Whatt have you learned about leadership?
• Wha~ have you learned about leadership
capadity?
• Cart tau help sustain Belvedere's high leader-
ship ~apacity?

What Is ILeadership?

A Comparison of Constructivist Teaching and Leading
,

Constructivist teachers Constructivist leaders

Seek and Ivalue students' points of view Seek and value teachers' points of view

Structu:ellessons to challenge students' Structure the concept of leadership to challenge
SUpposltlfns I teachers' belief systems

Recogniz~ that students must attach relevance Construct meaning through reflection and
(meaningp to the curriculum dialogue

I

structurellessons around big ideas, not small Structure the life of the school around the Big
pieces of rnformation Picture, not a singular event or small piece of

information

Assess sJdent learning in the context of daily Assess teacher learning in the context of the
classroo investigations, not performances' or complexity of the learning organization, not
isolated erents outcomes of isolated events

Note: Adaped froma paper byJaniceO'Neilat theUniversityof Calgary
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Deepening the Concept 3

As principals and teachers, we must attend
not only to our students' learning but also to our
own and to that of the adults around us. When
we do this, we are on the road to achieving col-
lective responsibility for the school and becom-
ing a community of learners.

Parallels Between Teaching Habits of Mind and Leading

.. ActiYity ~:. : T~~ :. !}"~;·.·;~...~'!-~~cc-.-,;c-.i""Df;<t-.: ;dc~aipg: - ./jef',c .' - .....
.?·~~-;·'-x . . . ...'.;~.:'

Modeling Modeling of what we want students to do. Modeling of leadership behaviors. If we
If we want students to be thoughtful, we want others to be leaders, we need to

I
need to demonstrate what thoughtfulness demonstrate what leadership looks like.
looks like.

ICoaching Helping students to think through what Helping others to think through what
they are trying to do. The teacher raises they are trying to do. Teachers raise ques-
questions rather than telling students tions with each other rather than telling
what to do. others what to do.

Scaffolding Providing the content bridges necessary Providing the content bridges necessary
for the task, raising the necessary ques- for the task, raising the necessary ques-
tions, and giving students the opportuni- tions, and giving others, particularly new
ties to explore and perform the task. teachers, the opportunities to explore and

perform the task.

IArticulation Explaining what the teacher is thinking Explaining what the teacher is thinking

I
about so that thinking is visible to the about so that thinking is visible to
student. colleagues arid parents.

Reflection Being reflective and thoughtful about the Being reflective and thoughtful about the
work. Raising evaluation questions: What work. Raising evaluation questions: What
went well today? Why? If I did this again, went well today? Why? If I did this again,
how would I do it differently? how would I do it differently?

IExploration Modeling risk taking so students under- Modeling risk taking so others under-
stand that uncertainty is involved in all stand that uncertainty is involved in all.
new learning. new learning.

FIGURE 1.2

p

reflection and dialogue. Figure 1.2 draws paral-
IJls between teaching "habits of mind" (Costa &
I
Wallick, 2000) and leading. These parallels sug-
gest that leadership is the cumulative process of
IJarning through which we achieve the purposes
of the school.
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members decided to lengthen the school year
in.order to reserve 20 percent of their week
for professional time. This decision, along
with the rrlany others that resulted in a profes-
sional cultbre and shared leadership, led to
outstanciiJg student achievement (Lambert
et aI., 2002).
Shennan Oaks Community Chaner School

in Campbell, California, provides 90 minutes of
professionyl time per day. The time is composed
of lunch, an activity, and a reading period, all
supervise~ by both instructional aides and par-
ents. Staff members have resisted the tempta- -
tion to use some of this time for business,
which is handled either personally or bye-mail;
instead, ~~ time is used to examine student
work and pther data, leading to improved
teaching wactice.
Techn9logy is particularly helpful when

we're looking to find new time: online projects
(which can be done at any time during the
week), e-mail communication, and videotaped-
class presentations or coaching lessons allow our
schedules ~eater flexibility. Once you start
thinking ~ore creatively about time, new
arrangements will present themselves.

Lessons ll've Learned About TIme
In the many years I have spent as an educator
and workilng with thousands of principals,
teachers, Jtudents, and parents, I've learned the
following lessons about time:

T· I b 1 I . . -• une e ongs to us. t is a preclOus resource
that Fe give as a gift to the endeavors and
people we believe in.
• Freel time can be created from squandered
time. Since we all have the same amount of
time! we must reexamine our assumptions
aboJt priorities in order to find time for
impJrtant things. This process is a continu-
ous 1rchaeological dig.

• When we spend time with others, we ere-
ate synergy. When we work well with oth-
ers, time flies--and the flight is soothing.
• It is essential to reserve time for our-
selves. Without personal time we lose
focus and can overlook what's important in
our rush to take care of what's "urgent."
• Time is content-free. The passage of time
alone does not create change; what we do
with the time does.
• Time away from school results in a shift
in perspective. Ioften find that after the
winter holidays--18 months into the
process of building leadership capacity-
responsibilities and relationships seem to
realign themselves.
• Time is essential to achieve anything of
importance.

Conclusion
The development of leadership capacity-or
indeed any worthwhile endeavor --cannot be
achieved without time. A few years ago I heard a
wandering actor observe that in his experience,
people consistently yearn for two things: to be
in authentic relationships with others and to
slow down. I've made the same observation,
regardless of what line of work people are in.
We must slow down in order to form relation-
ships and achieve what matters most in the lives
of children and adults.

Questions and Activities
1. Hold a dialogue (but not a discussion)

about time at a staff meeting. Seek to under-
stand how others feel about this issue and how
they have come to terms with it in their lives. At
the next meeting, list all the ways in which you
can find time, and the items you can safely
remove from your plate. Choose one new
approach to finding time and implement it.
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